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On the Hunt for an Italian Jewelry Designer's Lost Gems
Ugo Correani—who collaborated with Versace and Chanel—is a name that fashion forgot. But the designer's playful work has
a life of its own

Updated June 26, 2014 5:29 p.m. ET

SIX MONTHS AGO, I walked into Fragile, a new design gallery in Milan, hoping to nab a

distinctive piece of 1950s Italian furniture. Instead I found myself lingering in a back

corner, captivated by two exotic-looking pieces of costume jewelry.

The first was a gold metal cuff with wavy edges and three geometrically-shaped colored

stones soldered onto its shiny warped surface. The second was a pair of earrings made

to look like colorful genies, each with an enameled hat and a golden coiled tail from which

hung a single pale crystal. Whimsical and animated, yet impeccably crafted, both pieces

were extraordinary. I began shaking with pre-purchase excitement.

"They're by Ugo Correani, " the shop assistant told me as I tried on the nearly shoulder-

grazing earrings.

Who?

As a seasoned vintage-fashion shopper, I was knocked over to hear a name I'd never

BAUBLE IDENTITY | A not-for-sale medallion necklace made by Correani for Gianni Versace, owned by

Sielian Lie of Sielian's Vintage in L.A. F. Martin Ramin/The Wall Street Journal
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come across before, particularly considering the hefty prices: about $1,290 for the cuff

and $815 for the earrings. Clearly, this designer wasn't a nobody.

I called up jewelry historian Deanna

Farneti Cera to find out more. "I know the

story by heart," said Ms. Farneti Cera,

without skipping a beat. She told me that

Mr. Correani began his career making

jewelry for Italian fashion designer Walter

Albini in 1973, coinciding with the advent of

costume jewelry that was made more

cheaply and faster by machine than the

painstakingly hand-crafted faux pieces of

the preceding decades. In this new world

of industrially produced jewelry, she

added, "Ugo Correani was the very best."

Throughout the 1970s and '80s, he collaborated frequently with Gianni Versace, as well

as with Valentino, Christian Lacroix and Karl Lagerfeld for Mr. Lagerfeld's collections at

Chloé. In 1983, Mr. Correani created the bijoux for Mr. Lagerfeld's first Chanel couture

fashion show, and, in 1984, he began making jewelry for theater productions at La Scala

with Mr. Versace, who was designing the costumes.

It turns out that the cuff I coveted at Fragile—also made for Versace—was featured in

Ms. Farneti Cera's book "Jewels of Fantasy," published in 1991 in tandem with a

costume-jewelry exhibition of the same name that she organized at La Scala and that

later traveled to London's Victoria & Albert Museum.

But given Mr. Correani's prolific career and exquisite body of work, why is his name

largely unrecognized today? "[Correani] died at the wrong moment," said Ms. Farneti

Cera. Although he was a secret weapon for fashion designers, the public didn't know

who he was. The buzz around fashion jewelry in the early '90s—which shone a spotlight

on behind-the-scenes jewelers like Gripoix and Coppola e Topo—was just picking up

when Mr. Correani died of AIDS, in 1992, at the age of 56. "He had no heir," added Ms.

Farneti Cera. "Everything he had produced was dispersed and lost."

Today, Correani's pieces pop up in vintage stores that specialize in rare finds, which

makes the hunt for his work all the more heart-thumping. "Correani is a name to

discover," said Paola Berra, co-owner of Fragile, who complements the midcentury

Italian furniture for sale in her shop with unique pieces of costume jewelry, often from

Italian fashion designers. "Those with good taste are struck by him. They want to know

more."

It is much the same for Sielian Lie, owner of Sielian's Vintage boutique in Los Angeles.

"None of my customers know who he is," said Ms. Lie, who bought her first Correani

design—a gold choker with a Roman medallion pendant—over 10 years ago. "But

everyone gravitates toward his pieces because they are so special."

I know exactly what she means. Two months after visiting Fragile, tormented by thoughts

of those extraordinary pieces, I decided to purchase the earrings, and later caved and

bought the cuff. Next, I started stalking dealers on the Internet to track down more of Mr.

Correani's work. On eBay, I found a pair of gold metal crown-shaped earrings dripping in

micro pearls and colored stones. I bought them immediately.

Ms. Farneti Cera confirmed that my crown earrings were also made for Versace and

correspond to the fashion designer's chatelaine brooch closures on jacket fronts. But

they don't bear the Versace name.

"When he worked with Versace at the end of the '70s, Correani was a star but Versace

was a nobody," Ms. Farneti Cera said. "So Versace accepted that the pieces would be

signed Ugo Correani."

A few months later my Correani crush grew into a full-fledged love affair. Enrico Quinto, a

vintage collector friend in Rome, cooled my fever by generously sending me three

necklaces from his archive. Made from wood, plexiglass and plastic, they aren't as

expensive as Mr. Correani's designer collaborations, but they brim with the same joy and

playfulness.

The w riter in a pair of Correani 'Genie' earrings,

purchased in Milan. Trunk Archive
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'None of my customers know who he is, but every-one

gravitates to his pieces.'“ ”
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Those are qualities I treasure in my fashion, both old and new, and certainly in my

costume jewelry. Perhaps there is a bit of destiny at work with me and Mr. Correani. That

seemed to be the case during a trip to Los Angeles, when I zeroed in on a magnificent

bib necklace made from 30 gold-and-black enamel medallions at Sielian's Vintage. It

turned out to be Correani.

When I inquired about the price, Ms. Lie smiled regretfully, hugged the necklace to her

chest and delivered the crushing news. It wasn't for sale.

"It is hard for me to say no to my customers," Ms. Lie told me later, still apologizing. "But

this is just too beautiful to part with." A seller who won't sell? I'm not the only one, it

seems, who is nuts about Correani.
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